We conducted functional analyses of aberrant behavior with 4 children with developmental disabilities. We then implemented functional communication training (FCT) by using different mands across two contexts, one in which the establishing operation (EO) that was relevant to the function of aberrant behavior was present and one in which the EO that was relevant to the function of aberrant behavior was absent. The mand used in the EO-present context served the same function as aberrant behavior, and the mand used in the EO-absent context served a different function than the one identified via the functional analysis. In addition, a free-play (control) condition was conducted for all children. Increases in relevant manding were observed in the EO-present context for 3 of the 4 participants. Decreases in aberrant behavior were achieved by the end of the treatment analysis for all 4 participants. Irrelevant mands were rarely observed in the EO-absent context for 3 of the 4 participants. Evaluating the effectiveness of FCT across different contexts allowed a further analysis of manding when the establishing operations were present or absent. The contributions of this study to the understanding of functional equivalence are also discussed.
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Kalame issue that has been systematically ad-
dressed is whether FCT is more effective
alone or as one component in a treatment
package that includes extinction or punish-
ment (e.g., Fisher et al., 1993; Hagopian et
al., 1998; Wacker et al., 1990). For example,
Wacker et al. implemented FCT treatment
packages following functional analyses. FCT
packages included reinforcement for appro-
priate manding and extinction (withholding
of reinforcement) or punishment (e.g., time-
out, response cost, graduated guidance) for
aberrant behavior. Once treatment resulted
in reductions in aberrant behavior, a com-
ponent analysis of the treatment packages
was conducted to determine which compo-
ents were necessary to maintain reductions
in aberrant behavior. For all 3 participants,
FCT was most effective (i.e., aberrant be-
havior decreased to low levels, and manding
increased) when it was combined with ex-
tinction or punishment. Similarly, Fisher et
al. evaluated the effectiveness of FCT alone,
FCT plus extinction, and FCT plus punish-
ment, and found that FCT plus punishment
was the most effective treatment package for
reducing aberrant behavior and increasing
manding. Hagopian et al. replicated these
findings in a summary of 21 cases for which
FCT plus punishment was the most effective
treatment package in reducing aberrant be-
havior and increasing manding. Collectively,
these studies suggest that FCT treatment
packages combined with extinction or pun-
ishment components are most effective.

Conceptual questions remain regarding the
conditions under which mands success-
fully replace aberrant behavior during FCT
treatments. Suppose an individual with dis-
abilities has a preexisting skill deficit in com-
munication. It might be argued that increas-
ing a repertoire of manding, regardless of
function, may result in a concomitant re-
duction of aberrant behavior. If this is true,
then any mand or set of mands could be
taught to an individual regardless of the
function of aberrant behavior. However,
Carr and Durand (1985) showed that the
trained mand should be functionally relevant
to the situations that occasion aberrant be-
havior. They taught a child who engaged in
high rates of aberrant behavior during diffi-
cult demands to request help (relevant to ab-
errant behavior) or praise (irrelevant to ab-
errant behavior) while working on the task
and found that the child asked for help
much more frequently than praise. This sug-
gests that the reinforcers delivered in treat-
ment should be relevant (i.e., matched to the
correct establishing operations and to the
function of aberrant behavior) to the context
in which behavior occurs. Carr (1988) pro-
posed that a major reason for the effective-
ness of FCT was that the mand resulted in
the same reinforcers that were previously
provided for aberrant behavior. He termed
this situation, in which the mands and ab-
errant behavior are both maintained by the
same reinforcer, functional equivalence.

Based on the results of previous literature,
continued research on FCT is needed to fur-
ther understand the behavioral processes that
contribute to the success of FCT treatment
packages. The primary purpose of the cur-
rent investigation was to use FCT treatment
packages to determine if a mand that was
matched to the function of aberrant behav-
ior and reinforced only when the relevant
establishing operation (EO) was present
would result in decreased aberrant behavior
and increases in manding. To address this
purpose, we first identified the function of
aberrant behavior during brief and extended
functional analyses. Next, FCT was imple-
dented by using two different mands across
two contexts, one in which the EO that was
relevant to the function of aberrant behavior
was present and one in which the EO was
absent. The mand used in the EO-present
context served the same function (i.e., re-
sulted in the same class of reinforcement) as
aberrant behavior, and the mand used in the
EO-absent context served a different function. Finally, aberrant behavior resulted in extinction or mild punishment in both contexts.

**METHOD**

**Participants**

The participants for this study were 4 individuals who had been referred for assessment and treatment of aberrant behavior. Participants were selected for inclusion in this study if they met the following criteria: (a) Self-injury or aggression was the primary aberrant behavior of concern, (b) aberrant behavior was observed during the assessment sessions, (c) a social function (positive or negative reinforcement) was identified for aberrant behavior, and (d) FCT was selected as the treatment procedure by the clinic team.

Jim was a 7-year-old boy who had been diagnosed with autism, severe mental retardation, and a possible seizure disorder. The behavior of concern was self-injury, which consisted of head banging, head hitting, and hand and arm biting. Jim’s mother reported that self-injury occurred at a high frequency and intensity and resulted in tissue damage (i.e., bleeding and bruising). Jim was nonverbal, but he used several manual signs, including “more,” “please,” and “done.” Jim received Haloperidol during this study.

Kelly was a 9-year-old girl who had been diagnosed with mental retardation, level unspecified. The behavior of concern was self-injury, which consisted of head banging, head hitting, hair pulling, and knee banging. Kelly displayed some verbal communication (one- to two-word phrases, such as “please,” “help,” “mom,” “know what?”), although most of her speech was unintelligible to individuals who did not know her. Kelly also used modified signs (including “done”) recognized by her care providers and a picture communication book to communicate with others.

Theresa was a 13-year-old girl who had been diagnosed with severe-profound mental retardation and a possible seizure disorder. The behavior of concern was self-injury, which consisted of head banging and hand biting. Theresa was nonverbal and was being taught to sign “please” and “more” at school. She typically pointed at preferred items or activities as a means of requesting them. Theresa received Imipramine and Carbamazepine during this study.

Corey was a 5-year-old boy who had been diagnosed with pervasive developmental disorder and moderate mental retardation. The behaviors of concern were aggression (i.e., pinching, hitting, biting, hair pulling, and throwing objects at others), active noncompliance (i.e., leaving or attempting to leave the work area), destructive behavior (i.e., throwing and breaking objects), and stereotypy (i.e., spinning objects). Corey was nonverbal and signed “more” to gain access to preferred items.

**Settings and Therapists**

This study was conducted in three settings: an outpatient clinic (Kelly), an inpatient unit (Jim and Theresa), and participants’ homes (Kelly and Corey). Corey’s analysis was conducted as part of a grant that conducted in-home assessment and treatment for children who displayed aberrant behaviors. The outpatient and inpatient services personnel conducted sessions in a classroom equipped with a one-way observation mirror, tables and chairs, and a variety of task materials, toys, and activities. In addition, portions of these analyses were conducted in the living room of Kelly’s home and in the playroom of Corey’s home. Graduate students trained in behavior analysis served as therapists for Jim’s and Theresa’s assessment and treatment phases. Kelly’s mother and Corey’s mother and father
served as therapists during the assessment and treatment phases for their analyses. Therapists who worked with the experimenter coached parents on specific procedures for all assessment and treatment conditions.

Response Definitions and Measurement

Response definitions. Two categories of behaviors were recorded for each participant: (a) aberrant behavior (e.g., self-injury, aggression) and (b) manding behavior (i.e., signing, verbalizations, and pointing to word cards). Aberrant behavior for Jim, Theresa, and Kelly was self-injurious behavior. Self-injury observed during this study consisted of head banging (Jim, Theresa, and Kelly), head hitting (Jim and Kelly), hand and arm biting (Jim, Theresa, and Kelly), hair pulling (Kelly), and knee banging (Kelly). Aberrant behavior for Corey consisted of aggression (i.e., biting, pinching, hitting, hair pulling), active noncompliance (i.e., leaving or attempting to leave the work area), destructive behavior (i.e., throwing or breaking objects), and stereotypy (i.e., spinning objects).

Mands were selected based on the primary means of communication (sign language, pointing, words) used by each participant. All selected mands were based on responses already in or similar to other gestures in each child’s repertoire (e.g., pointing at word cards for Theresa and Corey). Manding was defined as exhibiting a target response without physical guidance to obtain specific reinforcers (attention, tangible items, breaks from demands). Thus, for the purposes of this study, mands could occur spontaneously or after verbal or modeled prompts and be included in the treatment data. Mands that had to be physically prompted were not included. Each participant had two targeted mands: one to gain access to attention or tangible items and one to escape task demands. One of the mands was relevant to the function of aberrant behavior and was reinforced when the functional EO was present. The other mand was irrelevant to the function of aberrant behavior and was reinforced when the functional EO was absent. The relevant manding responses for each participant in the EO-present contexts were (a) signing “more” (Jim), (b) signing “play” (Kelly), (c) saying “please” (Kelly), (d) touching or pointing to a card that said “break please” (Theresa), and (e) touching or pointing to a card that said “done” (Corey). Irrelevant manding responses for each participant in the EO-absent contexts were (a) signing “done” (Jim and Kelly), (b) touching or pointing to a card that said “I want to play” (Theresa), and (c) signing “more” (Corey).

Independent variables. Four categories of independent variables were recorded: (a) attention, (b) task prompts, (c) breaks from tasks, and (d) mand prompts. Attention was defined as any form of verbalization (e.g., reprimands, talking, laughing), gesture (e.g., thumbs up, signing), or physical contact (e.g., pat on the back, hugs) delivered from the therapist to the participant. Task prompts were defined as the presentation of a specific task by the therapist and were recorded as long as the task was present in front of the participant. Task prompts included both verbal requests (e.g., “Pick up this block,” “Fold this end of the towel first”) and physical guidance (e.g., hand-over-hand guidance) to complete the task. Breaks from demands were recorded when the task was removed contingent on the occurrence of the target behavior. Mand prompts were recorded when the therapist gave the participant a verbal prompt (e.g., “Sign ‘please’ if you want me to play,” “Touch the break card if you want to take a break”), a modeled prompt (therapist demonstrated target response), or a physical prompt (hand-over-hand guidance) to emit the targeted mand.

Data collection. Trained observers record-
ed data on participant and therapist responses. Occurrence of these behaviors was recorded concurrently using a 6-s partial-interval recording system during 5- to 10-min sessions. Each behavior was recorded as it occurred, and all observations were conducted via a one-way observation mirror (Jim, Theresa, and Kelly) or via videotape (Jim, Kelly, and Corey).

Interobserver agreement. Interobserver agreement checks on aberrant behavior and manding were conducted by a second observer who simultaneously but independently recorded participant and therapist target behaviors. Interobserver agreement checks were conducted on at least 70% of the sessions for each participant (range, 70% to 100%; M = 85%). Occurrence agreement was calculated by using a sliding interval rule. An agreement was obtained when either both observers recorded the behavior in the same interval or both recorded the behavior but were off by one 6-s interval (i.e., plus or minus an interval). Occurrence and total exact agreement were calculated on an interval-by-interval basis by dividing agreements by agreements plus disagreements and multiplying by 100%. Occurrence interval agreement for dependent variables averaged 81% for all participants. Average occurrence interval agreement was 81% for Jim (range, 63% to 100%), 80% for Theresa (range, 0% to 100%), 85% for Corey (range, 0% to 100%), and 78% for Kelly (range, 0% to 100%). Low agreements were usually related to low-frequency behaviors that were sometimes missed by one of the observers. Total agreement for participant behavior averaged 92% for Jim (range, 63% to 100%), 98% for Theresa (range, 90% to 100%), 99% for Corey (range, 90% to 100%), and 95% for Kelly (range, 75% to 100%). Total agreement for the independent variables (i.e., delivery of attention, task prompts, breaks from tasks, and mand prompts) was obtained as an integrity measure and was calculated the same as total agreement for participant behavior. Total agreement for independent variables averaged 97% for all participants. Total agreement for independent variables averaged 96% for Jim (range, 90% to 100%), 96% for Theresa (range, 88% to 100%), 99% for Corey (range, 95% to 100%), and 96% for Kelly (range, 82% to 100%).

Experimental Design

Assessment: Brief and extended functional analyses. The design for the brief functional analysis was a multielement design with rapidly changing conditions as described by Northup et al. (1991). The assessment consisted of a series of brief (5- to 10-min) assessment conditions, with each condition constituting a distinct environmental situation (e.g., escape from demands or contingent attention). If the target behavior varied between two conditions, one or both conditions were repeated to form a mini-reversal design. A multielement design, as described by Iwata, Dorsey, Slifer, Bauman, and Richman (1982/1994), was used for the extended functional analyses.

During the brief and extended functional analyses there were three conditions: free play, positive reinforcement (attention, tangible, or both) contingent on aberrant behavior, and negative reinforcement (escape from demands) contingent on aberrant behavior. Following the brief functional analyses, an assessment of manding with contingency reversals was conducted for Jim and Kelly (standard protocol for brief functional analyses; cf. Northup et al., 1991). The assessment of manding consisted of providing the reinforcers identified in the functional analysis contingent on specific mands. This assessment was conducted within a mini-reversal design, in which the contingent presentation of relevant reinforcers (e.g., attention) for manding was compared to irrele-
vant reinforcers (e.g., escape from demands) for aberrant behavior.

Treatment: Functional communication training. FCT was conducted within a multielement (alternating treatments) design across three conditions: EO-present context, EO-absent context, and control context. The EO-present context for each participant was the experimental context identified in the functional analysis that maintained aberrant behavior. The EO-absent context for each participant was the experimental context in the functional analysis in which zero to low rates of aberrant behavior were observed. The control context was identical to the free-play conditions from the functional analyses. The order of conditions was alternated within and across days for each participant.

Procedure

Brief and extended functional analyses. Descriptive information was gathered prior to each evaluation via medical chart reviews and phone interviews with primary care providers to generate hypotheses regarding the function of each participant's aberrant behavior. The specific assessment conditions that were conducted during each evaluation were based on hypotheses of maintaining contingencies developed via the descriptive information. Brief functional analyses were conducted for Jim because a functional analysis had been previously conducted and for Kelly because her evaluation was conducted during an outpatient appointment. Extended functional analyses were conducted for Theresa and Corey because their parents were part of the standard inpatient and in-home assessment protocols. The specific order of assessment conditions was randomized across participants. The following five conditions were conducted: free play, contingent attention, contingent tangible, contingent attention or tangible, and contingent escape. Tangible items were assessed alone or in conjunction with attention conditions only when parental report indicated that tangible items were often provided following aberrant behavior. Sessions lasted 5 min for Jim, Kelly, and Corey and 10 min for Theresa (standard protocol on the inpatient unit). Jim's and Kelly's assessments were completed in 1 day, and Corey and Theresa's assessments were conducted across several days.

The free-play condition was conducted with all 4 participants. During this condition, each participant was given noncontingent access to toys and preferred items. The therapist played with the participant and provided him or her with noncontingent attention. The order of conditions was alternated within and across days for each participant.

The contingent attention condition was conducted with Theresa, Kelly, and Corey. During this condition, the participant had access to toys and preferred items and was ignored unless aberrant behavior occurred. Contingent on aberrant behavior, the therapist provided brief (10- to 30-s) social attention in the form of reprimands (e.g., “Don't hit yourself. That will hurt.”) or physical contact (e.g., soothing pat on the back). When aberrant behavior stopped, the therapist backed away and again ignored the participant.

The contingent tangible condition was conducted with Corey because his parents reported that they typically provided preferred items after occurrences of mild inappropriate behaviors (e.g., crying). During this condition, a preferred toy was removed from the participant and was provided contingent on aberrant behavior for 10 to 30 s. No attention was provided during this condition.

The contingent attention or tangible con-
dation was conducted with Jim because his mother reported that she typically provided attention and preferred items following occurrences of aberrant behavior. It was conducted in the same manner as the contingent attention condition, but provided both attention and a tangible item (e.g., bubbles, busy box) for 10 to 30 s contingent on aberrant behavior. When aberrant behavior stopped, both attention and tangible items were removed until aberrant behavior occurred again.

The contingent escape condition was conducted with all 4 participants. During this condition, all preferred items and toys were removed and the participant was directed to complete a demanding task, such as picking up toys (Jim), sorting nuts and bolts (Theresa), or color matching (Kelly and Corey). Aberrant behavior resulted in the contingent removal of the task for 10 to 30 s or until aberrant behavior stopped. When aberrant behavior stopped, the task was re-presented.

For the 2 participants who received a brief functional analysis (Jim and Kelly), an assessment of manding was conducted to determine if manding would be a viable treatment option for replacing aberrant behavior. Manding conditions were compared to assessment conditions in which manding did not result in reinforcement. For Jim, two conditions were conducted: contingent attention or tangible for signing “more” and contingent escape for aberrant behavior. During the contingent attention or tangible for signing “more” conditions, signing “more” resulted in access to attention and preferred activities for 10 to 30 s. Aberrant behavior resulted in a brief time-out. This condition was compared to the contingent escape for aberrant behavior condition, in which Jim was provided with a brief (10- to 30-s) break from the demand (i.e., picking up toys) contingent on aberrant behavior. No mand prompts were provided during this condition, and all manding was ignored.

This condition was conducted to observe the occurrence of aberrant behavior and manding in the absence of identified reinforcers. Kelly’s manding assessment was identical to Jim’s except that manding resulted in attention only.

Functional communication training. One EO-present context, one EO-absent context, and a control condition (free play) were conducted for all 4 participants, and were selected based on the results of the functional analyses. Free-play conditions were conducted as previously described. For Jim, the EO-present context was attention or tangible and the EO-absent context was escape. For Kelly, the EO-present context was attention and the EO-absent context was escape. For Theresa, the EO-present context was escape and the EO-absent context was attention. For Corey, the EO-present context was escape and the EO-absent context was tangible. Prior to the beginning of the treatment analysis, the therapist asked the child to display each mand (e.g., “Jim, show me ‘more’”) to insure that each child had already acquired both mands.

During treatment within the positive reinforcement contexts (i.e., attention, tangible, and attention or tangible), the participants were instructed to use the target mand to gain access to adult attention or tangible items. At the beginning of each session, the therapist demonstrated which mand was required to obtain reinforcement for that session. Then, the therapist sat near the individual and read a magazine. Verbal mand prompts (general and specific) were provided once per minute until the participant emitted the targeted mand. The therapist provided the participant with attention or tangible items (for 10 to 60 s) contingent on the target mand. All instances of aberrant behavior in attention and attention or tangible contexts resulted in a brief time-out (10 to 30 s or until aberrant behavior stopped) from reinforcement. Following time-out, the par-
When word cards were used as the target mand (Theresa and Corey), only the card that was relevant to the context was available. Thus, in both EO-present and EO-absent sessions for Theresa and in EO-absent sessions for Corey, there was no opportunity to use the irrelevant mand.

**RESULTS**

The results of Jim’s brief functional analysis are presented in Figure 1. During the brief functional analysis, the highest percentages of aberrant behavior occurred during the contingent attention or tangible condition, suggesting that Jim’s aberrant behavior was maintained by positive reinforcement (i.e., access to attention and preferred activities). The assessment of manding indicated that manding occurred only when it resulted in access to attention and preferred items.

The results of Jim’s treatment analysis are presented in Figure 2. Jim signed “more” (relevant mand) consistently to obtain attention and preferred items, and never signed “done” (irrelevant mand) in the EO-present context. Jim signed “done” on only one occasion during the first escape session. He occasionally signed “more” in the EO-absent context; however, this occurred exclusively during breaks from demands when he was not receiving attention. Very low percentages of manding were observed in the free-play context.

Figure 2 also displays Jim’s percentage of aberrant behavior during sessions in the EO-present context, EO-absent context, and free-play context. A burst of aberrant behavior during sessions in the EO-present context, EO-absent context, and free-play context. A burst of aberrant behavior was observed during sessions in the EO-present and control contexts, but behaviors decreased to 0% over the last three sessions in both contexts. Low percentages (0% to 5%) of aberrant behavior were observed during the EO-absent context sessions.

The results of Kelly’s brief functional anal-
Figure 1. Percentage of aberrant behavior and manding during the brief functional analysis and assessment of manding for Jim. (FP = free play; Attn/Tang = contingent attention and tangible items; Esc = contingent escape; Attn/Tang "more" = contingent attention or tangible items for signing "more")

ysis are presented in Figure 3. During the brief functional analysis, aberrant behavior was observed only in the contingent attention conditions, which suggested that Kelly’s aberrant behavior was maintained by positive reinforcement (attention). During the assessment of manding, Kelly’s aberrant behavior decreased to 0%, and she used the target mand during 34% of the intervals when manding resulted in attention. Marding did not occur during the escape condition.

The results of Kelly’s treatment analysis are presented in Figure 4. Kelly signed or said “play please” (relevant mand) consistently to obtain attention, and never signed “done” (irrelevant mand) in the EO-present context. Kelly signed “done” to receive breaks from demands on a few occasions. She occasionally signed “play please” in the EO-absent context; however, this occurred exclusively during breaks from demands when she did not have attention. Very low percentages of manding were observed in the free-play context.

Figure 4 also displays Kelly’s percentage of aberrant behavior observed during the EO-present context, the EO-absent context, and the control context. Aberrant behaviors were rarely observed during any sessions across all three contexts.

The results of Theresa’s functional analysis are presented in Figure 5. Moderate and stable percentages of aberrant behavior were observed during the escape condition, suggesting that Theresa’s aberrant behavior was maintained by negative reinforcement (i.e., escape from demands).

The results of Theresa’s treatment analysis are presented in Figure 6. Theresa used word
Figure 2. Percentage of manding during the treatment analysis in the EO-present context (top left panel), EO-absent context (middle left panel), and free-play context (bottom left panel), and percentage of aberrant behavior during the treatment analysis in the EO-present context (top right panel), EO-absent context (middle right panel), and free-play context (bottom right panel) for Jim.
cards to request breaks and attention, and only one card was available per condition. Therefore, one set of manding data are depicted in each panel. Theresa touched the “break please” card consistently to receive a break during the EO-present context sessions, but did not touch the “I want to play” card consistently to gain attention during the EO-absent context sessions. Theresa displayed very low percentages of aberrant behavior (0% to 5%) across all three contexts.

The results of Corey’s functional analysis are presented in Figure 7. Low and variable percentages of aberrant behavior were observed across attention, tangible, and free-play conditions. Relatively higher and slightly increasing percentages of aberrant behavior were observed during the escape condition. The level of behavior in the escape condition relative to the level of behavior in the other conditions suggests that Corey’s aberrant behaviors were maintained by negative reinforcement (i.e., escape from demands).

The results of Corey’s treatment analysis are presented in Figure 8. Corey used a word card to request breaks from demands and signs to request tangible items. The word card was available only during the EO-present (escape) context; however, Corey could use the sign for tangible items in all contexts. Therefore, manding for breaks from demands is displayed only in the EO-present panel, and manding for tangible items is displayed in all panels. Corey used both the “done” and “more” mands at very similar percentages in the EO-present context. Further analysis of the data indicated that Corey used the “done” mand every time the word card was presented (only three times per session), and that the “more” mand tended to occur intermittently (during demands and
Figure 4. Percentage of manding during the treatment analysis in the EO-present context (top left panel), EO-absent context (middle left panel), and free-play context (bottom left panel), and percentage of aberrant behavior during the treatment analysis in the EO-present context (top right panel), EO-absent context (middle right panel), and free-play context (bottom right panel) for Kelly.
breaks) throughout the EO-present context sessions. Corey’s use of the “more” sign was moderate and variable during tangible sessions, suggesting that signing may have been maintained by access to tangible items. Very low percentages of manding were observed during the control context.

Figure 8 also displays the percentage of aberrant behavior during sessions in the EO-present context, EO-absent context, and free-play context. An initial burst of aberrant behavior was observed during sessions in the EO-present context, but behaviors decreased to 10% or less over the last four sessions. Very low percentages of aberrant behavior were observed during the EO-absent and control contexts.

In summary, the brief and extended functional analyses identified at least one operant function for all 4 participants’ aberrant behaviors. Contingency reversals during the brief functional analyses identified FCT as a potential treatment for 2 participants. Results of the treatment analyses indicated that 3 of the 4 participants displayed the relevant mand (i.e., matched the function of aberrant behavior) when the functional EO was present more frequently than the irrelevant mand when the functional EO was absent. In addition, aberrant behavior decreased to low levels for all participants across all contexts. The 4th participant (Corey) manded for both escape and tangible items in the EO-present context and manded for tangible items in the EO-absent context.

DISCUSSION

For 3 of the 4 participants, the mand that matched the function of aberrant behavior was the primary mand observed and maintained throughout the treatment analyses. The relevant mands occurred most often in the EO-present condition, and the irrelevant mands rarely occurred in the EO-present condition for 2 of the 3 participants (Jim, Kelly, and Corey) who had the opportunity to display both mands in the EO-present condition. Near-zero levels of both relevant and irrelevant mands were observed in the EO-absent condition for the 2 participants (Jim and Kelly) who had the opportunity to
Figure 6. Percentage of manding and aberrant behavior during the treatment analysis in the EO-present context (top panel) and EO-absent context (middle panel) and percentage of aberrant behavior during the treatment analysis in the free-play context (bottom panel) for Theresa.
display both mands in the EO-absent condition. In addition, aberrant behavior occurred most often in the EO-present condition for all 4 participants, and appears to have been replaced either immediately (Kelly and Theresa) or over time (Jim and Corey) with the relevant mand. Thus, these data provide preliminary support for the hypothesis that both mands and aberrant behavior served similar functions and that both were responsive to the EOs and consequences in place during treatment. It is important to note that manding and aberrant behavior were evaluated within irrelevant contexts (EO-absent and free-play contexts) as well as relevant contexts, which permitted a more systematic evaluation of the role of establishing operations in FCT treatment packages. As shown in the results of 3 participants, both mands and aberrant behavior varied as a function of the EO, the contingencies following behavior, or both. The current results also indicate that additional research is needed to identify the procedures that facilitate functional equivalence (Carr, 1988) within FCT treatment packages.

For 3 participants in this study, some combination of establishing operations, differential reinforcement of manding, and mild punishment or extinction for aberrant behavior contributed to the effectiveness of the FCT treatment package. In addition, because the mand that was matched to the function of aberrant behavior was more often displayed relative to the irrelevant mand, a preliminary conclusion based on this result suggests that some mands (e.g., for attention, escape) may not be acquired simply via skills training. One potential interpretation of the results of the current investigation is that relevant mands were displayed more frequently and consistently because the relevant EO was present and the mands provided access to functional reinforcers previously obtained only via aberrant behavior. Similarly, it is also likely that irrelevant mands were displayed at very low levels for 3 of the 4 participants in the EO-absent condition because the relevant EO was absent and the irrelevant mands were not functionally equivalent to the occurrence of aberrant behavior.
Figure 8. Percentage of manding during the treatment analysis in the EO-present context (top left panel), EO-absent context (middle left panel), and free-play context (bottom left panel), and percentage of aberrant behavior during the treatment analysis in the EO-present context (top right panel), EO-absent context (middle right panel), and free-play context (bottom right panel) for Corey.
There are several limitations of this study that suggest some caution when interpreting these data. Theresa’s data do not allow us to compare the use of the relevant and irrelevant mands in the EO-present and the EO-absent contexts. However, we can conclude that she displayed the relevant mand (“break please”) in the EO-present context (escape), she infrequently displayed the irrelevant mand (“I want to play”) in the EO-absent context (attention), and aberrant behavior was low while manding was relatively high in the EO-present context. Similarly, Corey’s data do not allow us to compare the use of the relevant and irrelevant mands in the EO-absent context. Corey may have had difficulty discriminating between the use of the mands in the EO-present context (as discussed below), and it is unclear whether he would have had the same difficulty discriminating in the EO-absent context. It may be important to evaluate treatment effectiveness in the presence and absence of EOs to specifically identify the appropriate contexts for different kinds of treatment.

Another question that warrants discussion pertains to discriminability, not only between mands but also between contexts. Jim and Kelly manded via sign language, and thus both mands were available to them during EO-present and EO-absent contexts. Their data are the best examples of discrimination of the EOs, reinforcement, and punishment contingencies in effect. Theresa manded via word cards, and only one card was available per condition. Thus, she did not have the opportunity to discriminate between which card to use within a session. However, she did have the opportunity to discriminate between manding and aberrant behavior across contexts. Corey used a word card for escape (relevant mand) and a sign for tangible items (irrelevant mand). Thus, he had the opportunity to discriminate between the word card and the sign only during the EO-present context. Corey used both the word card and the sign in the EO-present context, suggesting that he was not discriminating between the mands during the escape condition. However, his ability to discriminate was likely hampered by the inclusion of tangible items during breaks from the demand. Although aberrant behavior occurred less often during the tangible condition in the functional analysis, tangible items should not have been provided during his breaks from demands. The inclusion of tangible items during breaks may have confounded the results by making the contingencies in the EO-present context less discriminable.

Functional equivalence has been indicated in the effectiveness of FCT (e.g., Carr, 1988; Carr & Durand, 1985; Parrish & Roberts, 1993; Wacker et al., 1990). In this study, the use of mands that were already present or similar to those already present in each child’s repertoire should have increased the likelihood of functional equivalence between manding and aberrant behavior. This appears to have been the case for Kelly and Theresa, who quickly switched from engaging in aberrant behavior in the functional analysis to manding in the treatment analysis. However, Jim and Corey continued to engage in moderate rates of aberrant behavior until midway through or towards the end of the treatment analysis. Procedural variables (e.g., the presence of tangible items in the demand sessions for Corey) could identify possible explanations for the differences across children in acquiring functional equivalence. When high rates of aberrant behavior are observed initially in treatment, extinction or punishment procedures are implemented more frequently, thus providing the child with fewer opportunities to contact the reinforcement contingencies that remain in place for manding. In addition, mand prompting could influence the rate at which functional equivalence between the mand and aberrant behavior is acquired. For ex-
ample, a child who displays higher levels of aberrant behavior may require more prompting (verbal, modeled, or physical guidance) initially to display the mand and contact reinforcement. Over time, the prompting could be faded such that the child can request reinforcement independently (without any prompting in place). Prompt fading was not addressed in this study, and the current data do not provide enough information to make a definitive conclusion regarding the establishment of functional equivalence. It may also be true that functional equivalence is not at work when long latencies occur before an inverse relationship is apparent between manding and aberrant behavior. Future studies on FCT and functional equivalence should examine the relationship between independent manding and reductions in aberrant behavior.

In summary, these results replicate previous studies (Derby et al., 1997; Peck et al., 1996; Wacker et al., 1990) in showing that FCT is an effective and often an efficient treatment for aberrant behavior when the treatment is matched to the results of a functional analysis. These results extend previous studies (e.g., Kahng et al., 1997) in showing the effects of EOs on both manding and aberrant behavior, and continue to support the need for conducting FCT with functional reinforcers and in functional contexts. In addition, previous studies (Fisher et al., 1993; Hagopian et al., 1998; Wacker et al., 1990) have shown that the contingencies in place for both manding and aberrant behavior are critical components of the success of FCT. This study extends the list of necessary treatment components in FCT packages to include establishing operations. Further analyses of the behavioral processes at work in FCT treatment packages and systematic criteria for the establishment of functional equivalence are needed. We suggest that each variable be evaluated in isolation to determine the individual contributions of all necessary components of FCT treatment packages.
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**STUDY QUESTIONS**

1. What is meant by the terms *relevant* and *irrelevant* reinforcers and how are they related to the concept of functional equivalence?

2. Describe the methods used for collecting data and for calculating interobserver agreement.

3. The authors indicated that the effects of functional communication training (FCT) were evaluated in a multielement design. Specifically, what independent variables were manipulated during the evaluation of FCT?

4. How were the results of the functional analyses used to determine the “EO-present” and “EO-absent” contexts?

5. Generate a table listing the contingencies in effect for all target behaviors during FCT (EO present) and FCT (EO absent).

6. Summarize the results obtained for aberrant behavior and manding when FCT was implemented during the EO-present and EO-absent conditions.

7. Corey’s relevant manding in the EO-present and EO-absent contexts was not expected by the authors. Provide a plausible explanation for these results.

8. Speculate on some reasons why mands may not be acquired solely through skills training.

Questions prepared by April Worsdell and Jana Lindberg, The University of Florida